Refund and Reparation

DVD: Golden Age of Knowledge for Eternity

David Miscavige made significant claims in a DVD video presentation of his OT Summit Speech of 29 June 2007, titled
Golden Age of Knowledge for Eternity.

The exact right step in the exact right gradient produces an exact and invariable result. In practical terms it tracks out like
this:

Those listening to Congresses1 while auditing routinely enjoy a 350 point gain in OCA
scores, six times expected increase in IQ, double the speed of progress through expanded grades and NED, and double
again the speed through OT levels.

So, yes, what you might call Golden Age of Knowledge Phase 1 was an unqualified success, but let's phrase it another
way: When you get the tech as LRH intended, in the exact form he intended, you get the results he intended when you
apply it in your life. All right. [end: 14:30]

&mdash; David Miscavige
Chairman of the Board RTC
OT Summit Speech: Golden Age of Knowledge for Eternity © 2007 CSI

1 Any of 18 recorded Hubbard lecture series for general public audiences. The lectures and accompanying basic books
sell for $3000.00 USD.
See also: http://www.lrh-books.com/mailings/congress/

The following images were embedded into the DVD presentation as Miscavige gave the claims above. Graphics like
these are normally shown on the large screens to the left and right of the stage.

Hubbard was an accomplished stage hypnotist, and boasted of mass hypnotizing audiences, such as the staff at St.
Elizabeth's hospital for schizophrenics.

He used hypnotic techniques in his Scientology lectures, which include implanting strong posthypnotic suggestions that
his readers and listeners are not being hypnotized and that Dianetics and Scientology are not hypnosis.

http://carolineletkeman.org/sp
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Note: In a 30 September 2007 Executive Directive, Scientology's Flag Ship Service Org instructs all Scientologists and
FSMs (field staff members) how to get everyone in their zone buying their new $3000 "Basic Books and Lectures"
package and into the org doing the new basics training courses. If the FSMs can't get their selectees' bodies into the
shop, the Field Control Secretary says she will mail them copies of the DVD.

5. Conditional: if you come across anyone who has not yet seen the
Golden Age of Knowledge for Eternity event, get them in to see the
event. If for any reason they cannot immediately come in to the org to
see the event, let me know by e-mail (Field Control Sec FSSO) and I will mail them a copy of the event DVD.

Source: alt.religion.scientology

I believe Miscavige uses several hypnotic techniques in this presentation, including the Alice in Wonderland confusion
technique. Ref. CIA "KUBARK" interrogation and torture manual.

See also: Ron the Swami.
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